Abstract. Using 2-categorical laws of algorithmic refinement, we show soundness of data refinement for stored programs and hence for higher order procedures with value/result parameters. The refinement laws hold in a model that slightly generalizes the standard predicate transformer semantics for the usual imperative programming constructs including prescriptions.
Introduction
Data refinement, sometimes called coordinate transformation or change of data representation, has appeared in a number of formulations [Hoa72, CHUB9] . For data refinement to be sound means that it can be carried out piecewise, explicitly refining only those parts of the program that involve the transformed data type: each program construct should preserve data refinement in the sense that constructed programs are refined whenever their constituents are. This is a monotonicity property, just as crucial for program development as monotonicity with respect to algorithmic refinement.
Soundness of data refinement has been shown for the simple imperative language extended with local variables, recursion, and procedures with value and result parameters [GaM91, Mor89] . Data refinement has also been shown to be sound for "prescriptions" [GaM91] . Our contribution is to show that data refinement is sound for higher order programs.
Prescriptions represent pre/post specifications as abstract programs, which gives rise to a calculus of programming based on the relation of (algorithmic) refinement: the refinement ordering represents satisfaction of specifications by programs as well as refinement of one program by another [Bac80, Mor94] . Predicate transformers provide the standard model of refinement calculus. For programs alone, predicate transformers are but one of several well known models. Plotkin and Smyth studied the close connection between predicate transformer and state transformer (functional and relational) models [Plo81, Smy83] . This "Stone duality" was explored in depth by Abramsky and others [Abrgl, Vic89, BoK93] . Aside from the methodological advantages touted by Dijkstra, predicate transformers have a mathematical advantage. By dropping all healthiness conditions except monotonicity, we obtain a model for prescriptions freely intermixed with programs --the refinement calculus. Although this leaves Stone duality behind, it has a mathematically elegant descriptions in terms of "span categories" [GMM94] --which is beyond our scope, except insofar as "maps" play a role in the sequel. Predicate transformer semantics has recently been given for higher order imperative programs, with procedure type variables and hence call-by-value parameters [Mar91, Nau92a, Nau94b]. That work uses program constructs corresponding to categorical "exponents": Currying and application. Alas, these constructs do not satisfy very strong laws in general; but a few conditional inequations are sufficient to determine them uniquely, and those laws also suffice to show preservation of data refinement.
Readers familiar with the categorical axiomatization of higher order functions (e.g. [Piegl] ) should find the weak exponent and weak product at least vaguely familiar. The laws needed here are stated elementarily, so very little knowledge of category theory is needed to read this paper --provided the reader ignores occasional remarks made for the benefit of experts. A tutorial introduction to the weak exponent appears elsewhere [Nau92a].
Many program constructs can be shown to preserve data refinement thanks to just their simple algebraic properties, i.e. their refinement laws. There has been work on a categorical theory of preservation of data refinement [HoHg0, Nau92b] ; it is actually a "2-categorical" theory because ordered categories are needed to cater for inequational refinement laws. However, the published results [Pow89] are not adequate for the refinement notions and programming constructs of interest, and none of the results known to me are adequate to deal with the very weak product of state spaces on which the exponent is based. The published proofs for specific constructs of refinement calculus are at the level of predicates, using predicate transformer semantics [GaMgl, Mor89] . It seems clear from the proofs in the sequel that ultimately it will be possible to extend the categorical treatment to deal with constructs like the very weak product. Recent work of Kinoshita and Power seems most promising [KIP94] .
For soundness of the constructs for higher order programs, we need that the exponent is functorial, i.e. preserves identities and distributes through composition. But in the standard model of predicate transformers as functions between powersets, the exponent fails to preserve identities [Nau92a] . (There are actually several weak exponent and weak product structures; we say "the" to refer to the specific ones which are operationally adequate --which means in part that they restrict to ordinary products and exponents for predicate transformers that correspond to total functions.) To obtain a functorial exponent, we use a slightly more general model where states are partially ordered and predicates are required to be monotonic (i.e. upward closed subsets). This model subsumes the standard one (by taking the order to be equality) and all the other definitions and laws still apply, with one exception: at higher types, the logic of predicates is intuitionistic rather than Boolean (as in [Ten94, Abrgl, Vic89] ). Details of a denotational semantics for a higher order imperative language have appeared, using the generalized model validating all the laws in the sequel [Nau94b] . Category theorists may be interested to see that the generalized model arises via a span construction from posets [Nau94a] just as predicate transformers between powersets arise by span construction from sets.
Data refinement has been studied for higher order functional languages using "logical relations" [Mit90], but it is not trivial to extend that approach to higher order imperative programs, due in part to interaction between local variables and parameters [Ten94, OHT93] . Recently, soundness of data refinement was shown for an Algol-like language with call-by-name procedure type parameters [Ten94] . That result, however, is for a restricted form of data refinement based on algorithmic equivalence rather than refinement. Tennant has observed that it may also be difficult to extend that work to a semantics of the full refinement calculus with prescriptions, and to a semantics of stored procedures (which are important in object-oriented programming and as the basis for call-by-value parameters).
Contents
Section 2 describes the ordered category of predicate transformers, and gives the refinement laws we need for the weak product and weak exponent constructs; it also defines data refinement. Section 3 shows that weak products preserve data refinement; although new, this result is primarily of interest as a basis for higher types. Section 4 shows that the basic exponent constructs --generalized Currying and application--preserve data refinement.
Prerequisites
We begin with a set-theoretic model of predicates, in spite of the fact that a major virtue of predicate-transformer semantics is its focus on the algebra of predicates, which is best used unencumbered by "points" and models. Indeed, our interest is in the algebra of programs, unencumbered by unnecessary predicates. But we want an algebra that is sound with respect to the behaviors of the machines we program, and the set-theoretic model has a clear connection with operational semantics.
Results in this section may be found in [Nau92a]; some of them, along with many related results, appear elsewhere [Mar91, Nau92b, deM92]. We work here in the opposite of the category used in the cited work, so "co-exponent" becomes "exponent" and ~ becomes | Predicate transformers. The application of function f to argument x is written f.x, as in the expression ~'.A for the powerset of a set A. In section 4, P.A will be reinterpreted as the monotonic predicates (upward closed subsets) of poset A. We refrain from doing so at the outset in order to delineate the part of the results where it matters. A predicate transformer f is a function f E P.A--,IP.B that is monotonic with respect to subset inclusion, i.e. ~ ~_ ~' =~ f.~ ~_ f.~' for all subsets ~ and ~' of A. The refinement order is defined pointwise: for predicate transformers f, g E ]P.A ~ IP.B, define f _ g iff ( V ~ : a E lEA : f.~ __ g.a ). Variables f, g, h, k, p, q range over predicate transformers. The identity function on ~'.X is written idx. 
Weak products. For any sets A and B, the disjoint union A + B is a coproduct object in Prog, but our interest here is in Cartesian products) It can be shown (e.g. [Mar91]) that Prog does not have categorical products. We use the operationally sensible Cartesian product of state spaces, which we call the weak product. Define A | B = A x B, so that Prog-arrows with target A | B are predicate transformers with source ]P.(A x B). For f E Prog(D,A) and g E Prog(D,B), the "pairing" f <a g E Prog(D,A | B) generalizes the pairing of functions. The left projection n E Prog(A | B, A) is the predicate transformer corresponding to the projection function. 4 The action of | on arrows is defined in terms of <a and the projections: f | g = (n ;f < n' ;g). We let (;) bind more tightly than < and | (and later ~). The following laws hold for all f, g, h, k for which the expressions are defined [Mar91, Nau92b].
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By inequation (6), and the fact that | is monotonic and preserves identities, | is a "lax functor" [BeP88] . Aside: In conventional denotational semantics, Cartesian products are used both for coordinates of the state space and for components of the environment. In predicate transformer semantics, commands denote transformers (so the weak laws pertain to the product of state spaces) but, as usual, environments are functions from identifiers to their values (in particular, the usual laws of categorical products are still valid for environments) [Nau94b].
Weak exponents. For any f E Prog(B | A, C), "Curried f" is the transformer cur.f E Prog(A,B ~* C), where --until further notice--B ~ C may be any chosen subset of Prog(B, C) (provided that f E A --~ B and g E B ~-, C implies (f ; g) E A ~ C for all A, B, C, f, g). Various considerations [Nau92a] suggest different choices for B ~* C, but several of the laws we need are independent of the choice. There is an "application" aPB,c E Prog(B N (B --* C), C). 5 The action of ~, on arrows is defined in terms of ap and cur. For now we separate the arguments of--. and give its action on object X and arrows g E Prog(B,A), 
For any f,g,h, we have that X~,g, h,~,,X, and cur.f are maps. Also, cur is monotonic with respect to E.
Preservation of data refinement. Among the various definitions of data refinement
[ChU89], the one most convenient for us is adapted from Gardiner and Morgan [GaM91] . 
Data Refinement and Higher Order Programs
This inequality is depicted
One may say that rep translates predicates on the "concrete" data to predicates on the "abstract". Often, repA is the direct image function for a relation from A' to A. The conjunction of (14) and the comap requirement is sometimes called Galois simulation or total simulation.
For a construct cg to preserve data refinement means that if cg is applicable to p (hence to p') and (14) holds then
In (15), the occurrences of rep need to be constructed using cg if cg is a type constructor like | and ~, in which case each constructed rep needs to be a comap. No more formal definition of "preserving data refinement" is given here; what we mean is exactly what is proved for | in Section 3 and for ~, in Section 4.
Having described a particular model and some of its laws, we proceed to use only the laws; the results to follow hold in a variety of models.
Weak Product
This section shows that data refinement is preserved by the weak product. First it is shown that < preserves data refinement; with the definition of repA+B given in the proof, nA,B is then shown to be data-refined to ~zA,,B, (when A', B' represent A, B). As a consequence, | preserves data refinement, since it is defined in terms of <, (;), and the projections. 
for p E Prog(B,A) and q E Prog(B,C) (and primed counterparts), we need . It does hold in a slightly richer model. Redefine Prog as follows. Let the objects be all partially ordered sets A, and let ~'.A denote the set of upward closed subsets. 6 Everything else remains the same. This category contains the original one as a full subcategory, because if A is ordered by equality then ~'.A is its powerset. But the data type A ~ B can be ordered by E, which permits the exponent to have slightly better properties (even though the definitions remain the same, see footnote 5). Predicates at higher types must be monotonic with respect to refinement of program type variables [Nau94b] ; this is no restriction in practice, because the predicates of interest are pre/post specifications. The logic of monotonic predicates is intuitionistic (e.g.
[Vic89]), but that does not obtrude in practice because negations of specifications are not needed in program derivations. All of the standard definitions and laws of refinement calculus carry over unchanged to the new setting [Nau94b] . It is shown elsewhere [Nau94a] that all the laws in the present paper hold, along with (20) and (21).
As for (21), it holds even in the powerset model provided that each hom-object X--~ A has "enough" elements. One alternative is to take X ~, A to be Prog(X, A) for each X,A. With this definition, (21) Because its action is defined in terms of cur, (;), and ap, the construct ~ also preserves data refinement.
